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Loveland: Hagoth and the Polynesian Tradition

hagoth
haroth and the polynesian tradition
jerry K loveland

in what amounts to an aside in the story of the book of mormon
peoples there is in the 63rd chapter of alma a brief reference to
a curious man named hagoth
haroth
and it came to pass that hagoth
haroth he being an exceedingly curious
man therefore he went forth and built him an exceedingly large
ship on the borders of the land bountiful by the land desolation
and launched it into the west sea by the narrow neck which led into
the land northward
Nep hites who did enter
and behold there were many of the nephites
therein and did sail forth with much provisions and also many
women and children and they took their course northward and
thus ended the thirty and seventh year
and in the thirty and eighth year this man built other ships
and the first ship did also return and many more people did enter
into it and they also took much provisions and set out again to the
land northward
and it came to pass that they were never heard of more and we
suppose that they were drowned in the depths of the sea and it came
to pass that one other ship also did sail forth and whither she went
we know not alma 35
3588

what

we have here is an account of a colonizing movement
of men women and children who went out in ships presumably
into the pacific ocean sometime between 53 and 57 BC and they
were never heard of again
according to tacit mormon belief hagoth
haroth sailed into the pacific
where he and his shipload or shiploads
ship loads of people became at
least part of the progenitors of the polynesian people the primary question we will deal with in this essay then is whether there
is any evidence from polynesia itself to support the latter day
saint contention that hagoth
haroth and his people were among the
ancestors of the present day Polyne
sians
polynesians
the question of polynesian origins has been debated for nearly
jerry K loveland is professor of history and political science at brigham young
university hawaii campus
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200 years but it has been only in the last generation that the greatest efforts have been made to determine the possibility of the

entrance of cultural influences and people from the americas into
the pacific thor heyerdahl has been the leading scholarly exponent of the theory that there were significant migrations of
2
polynesia
in most scholinto
from
the
western
hemisphere
peoples
arly circles now the argument is not whether there was american
influence in the pacific but upon how it got there and how significant it was As roy simmons notes
origins
orig
no polynesian
insl problem other than that
created by ourselves for it would seem that a handful of men and
women from the east and west and not racial groups as we know
them today produced the polynesian people as a distinct entity
among the races of man 3

there

is

most students of the subject think american influences were
minimal preferring to believe that the bulk of the peoples and culture originated to the west the islands of melanesia western polylaus and the
tokelaus
nesia ie fiji samoa tonga rotuma
rothma the Toke
wallis islands being settled before eastern polynesia which inmarquesas
cludes the hawaiian marquesan
sas tuamotu and society islands as
Marque
well as new zealand and easter island which are the areas most
likely to have been visited first by voyages from america
just when polynesia came into being as a distinct cultural area
has yet to be determined roger green one of the leading students
in this field has said that it is not until about the ist century BC
that one is able to draw a distinct boundary between polynesia and
melanesia
at an earlier period this boundary simply did not
exist and polynesia as a cultural area had yet to come into being 4
or
for

a review of polynesian origin theories see alan howard
polynesian
origins and migrations A review of two centuries of speculation and theory
in polynesian culture history essays presented in honor of kenneth P emory
ed genevieve highland et al
honolulu bishop museum press 1967 edwin N
polynesian origins
science 141 9 august 1963499505
ferdon jr
1963 499505
499 505 donald
stanley marshall the settlement of polynesia scientific american 195 august
72
19595972
see thor heyerdahl american indians in the pacific london george ailen
allen
alien
and thor heyerdahl sea routes to polynesia chicago rand
and unwin 1952
mcnally 1968
pascueases
roy T simmons the blood group genetics of easter islanders pascuenses
Pascu
eases
Polyne sians
and other polynesians
in reports of the norwegian archaeological expedition to
easter island and the east pacific monographs of the school of american research
and the kontiki museum no 24 pt 2 ed thor heyerdahl and edwin N ferdon
jr chicago rand mcnally 1965 p 343
roger C green
west polynesian prehistory in prehistoric culture in
oceania ed 1I yawata and Y H sinoto honolulu bishop museum press 1968
pp
ap 106
10607
07

1963499

195959
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archaeological AND

CULTURAL EVIDENCES

archaeologists who have only in the last generation begun doing stratigraphic or subsurface work in the pacific islands have es5
areas
different
island
C
dates
14
14
for
tablished some carbon
the earliest of these are

fiji

tonga
samoa
marquesas
sas
the marquesan
Marque
easter island
society islands

new zealand

BC 6
820 L 100 BC 7
200 BC 8
150 BC 09
10
been
which
has
date
A
challenged10
1
challenged1
challenged
AD 400
A burial site on maupiti island AD 860
11
1090 L 85 BP
AD 100012
11290
290

hawaiian radiocarbon dates have been notoriously unstable 13 the
most ancient C 14 date for hawaii however is from a molokai
site and is about AD 600

14

the

earliest settlement in eastern polynesia therefore appears
marquesas
sas islands interestingly enough the
to have been in the marquesan
Marque
marquesas
marquesan
sas and tuamotu islands are the areas most easily reached
Marque
from the south american coast by navigators dependent upon winds
and currents 15
radio carbon dates an overview in
richard shutler jr pacific island radiocarbon

studies in oceanic culture history ed R C green and marion kelly pacific
anthropological records vol 2 no 12 honolulu department of anthropology
bernice P bishop museum 1971
ibid p 18
ibid p 20
ibid
bid
ibid
101bid
ibid p 21
ibid
ibid these dates can only be approximate of course but they are all that
are available at this point
there are several major problems in utilizing radiocarbon dating in the south
pacific these problems are significant enough to leave open to question the reliapacific island radiocarbon
bility of many of these dates see shu
tier
shutler
radio carbon dates
27
223
22327

patrick vinton kirch halawa dune site hawaiian islands
A preliminary
report journal of the polynesian society 80 june 197122836
36
1971 228
22836
22856
V 1I boimov
boitov and D D tumarkin navigational conditions of sea routes to
in archaeology at the elih
polynesia
llth
ilih pacific science congress papers presented
at the XI pacific science congress tokyo august september 1966 ed
td wilhelm
solheim university of hawaii asian and pacific archaeology series vol 1 hono88 100 edward P lanning
south
lulu social research institute 1966
pp
ap 88100
culture
america as a source for aspects of oceanic culture in studies in oceanic cultuie
history ed R C green and marion kelly pacific anthropological records vol 1
no 11 honolulu department of anthropology bernice P bishop museum 1970
175 82
pp
ap 17582

1971228
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beginning in polynesia
and other than the C 14 data which supports the possibility of
early settlement from the west no archaeological evidence has yet
been found which specifically substantiates the hagoth
haroth story because of the warm humid tropical climate of most of the area
anything but bone shell or stone disintegrates quickly and it is unlikely that many artifacts will be found
cultural similarities between polynesian practices and any customs and traditions book of mormon people might have brought
into the pacific are also virtually impossible to trace we do not
know enough about the culture of the people of hagoth
haroth nor of the
sians to make any comparisons or to cite any parallels
polynesians
earliest Polyne

but archaeological investigation

is just

THE EVIDENCE OF TRADITION

seem then that if there is any evidence of book of
mormon people entering the south pacific it must come from the
oral traditions histories and genealogies of the polynesians
Polyne sians until
such archaeological evidence as there may be comes to the fore
what we know today of ancient polynesian traditions is what was
recorded by literate aliens at the very time that polynesian culture
was undergoing radical moral intellectual and social change between 1775 and 1800 when these traditions were being written down
any hagoth
haroth carried traditions would have been about 1850 years
old how reliable oral accounts could be expected to be after that
long a period of time of being transmitted from generation to
generation by word of mouth is a serious question if the oral traditions had been common property they might have been preserved
more accurately but they were kept by the genealogists and the
keepers of traditions the tohungas who were often closemouthed
about what they knew either because they considered the knowledge too sacred to share or because some types of information
genealogies in particular were sometimes politically sensitive and
needed to be safely guarded in this connection it should be noted
that some genealogists were not above faking genealogies to suit
the political purposes of their chiefs as sir peter buck notes

it would

the

longer genealogies have been studied by european scholars
whose faith in these feats of memory has led them to overlook
certain flaws which exist in the alleged human sequences in some
ed have
the names of various lands at which the ancestors sojourn
sojourney
sojourned
been included perhaps accidentally as human beings various qualifying terms as long short large small have been added in a se
62
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quence to the same name but each is treated as a generation the
method is a convenient technique for lengthening a lineage in
others again personifications of natural phenomena that belong to
a mythical period have been interpolated into the human succession individuals have falsified records in order to give prestige to
families newly risen to power or to hide the bar sinister that somehow cannot be avoided in long descent the hawaiian historian
bowl
washbowl
david malo truly said that the expert genealogist was the wash

of the high chief 16

much of the polynesian culture and tradition was gone within a
generation after the coming of the europeans A good deal of history undoubtedly went into the graves with the sages who had known
it and often less well informed individuals were left to repeat the
traditions of their fathers to those literate aliens who came asking
for their history As we look to the recording of the oral traditions
we must also note the frequent disposition of polynesian informants
to distort their traditions to give them more standing with the
european foreigners of which more will be said later
among the collection of traditional evidence from polynesia
which we have today we will look at two categories which might
suggest a contact between hagoth
haroth s adventurers and the peoples of
the eastern pacific these are the
parallels between old testament
theparallels
stories and polynesian traditions and the tradition of migration accounts
PARALLELS BETWEEN RELIGIOUS

traditions

some students of polynesian american indian relationships point
out certain parallels in their respective religious traditions as proof
of their common ancestry such parallels do exist and they are signific ant but there are some problems for those anxious to assume
nificant
a common source there is a profusion of religious parallels between polynesian religious beliefs and practices and practically
every other major religion of the world both ancient and modern
critics have claimed there are elements of medieval christianity
greek and roman mythology ancient indian vedic brahmanic beliefs hindu traditions and chinese buddhism and chinese folk
religion in polynesian religion as well as traits from southeast
asia indonesia melanesia and the americas 17 this is not necessarily to suggest that the Polyne
sians actually borrowed from these
polynesians
church new zealand whitcsir peter buck vikings of the sunrise
christchurch
sunrise Christ
ombeae and tombs ltd 1958 p 25
7e
E S craighill handy polynesian religion bernice P bishop museum bulletin 34 honolulu 1927 p 30

63
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various sources polynesian religious practices may have been invented independently of any other source as a means of answering
questions fundamental to all human beings or they may have diffused from an original source one cannot say for certain
then too there are differences in polynesian religion from
area to area and even within a given island group for example
there are many traditions about how man came to be created man
was created in his creator s image hawaii the wind impregnated
antong java a woman and a clam
the earth and a girl was born ontong
man came from eggs
mated and man came into being rapa
marquesan
marquesas
sas
man came from dirt which was mixed with his creMarque
ator s blood new zealand man was begotten in a union between
man descended
a plant and some red clay also new zealand
from maggots on a rotting vine samoa and tonga man was first
Puka puka
born from a ti plant niue or from a rock tonga pukapuka
samoa the tokelaus
Toke laus or even from a blood clot chatham islands
but parallels between old testament and polynesian traditions
have been recorded in fact the similarities are sometimes so close
that the initial recorders of them refused to believe they were
authentically polynesian A good example of this comes from
hiti where the missionary scholar william ellis arrived in 1816
fifty years after its discovery by european explorers but only a
couple of years after the first converts to christianity were made
ellis wrote this interesting account

ta-

A very generally received tahitian tradition is that the first
taaroa the principal deity acknowledged
human pair was made by tamaroa
by the tahitian nation on more than one occasion I1 have listened
to the details of the people respecting his work of creation they
taaroa had formed the world he created man out of
say that after tamaroa
taaroa one day called for the
aravea
ararea
some relate that tamaroa
alarea red earth
man by name when he came he caused him to fall asleep and that
while he slept he took out one of his ivi or bones and with it made
a woman whom he gave to the man as his wife and they became
is
the progenitors of mankind 18

but ellis discounted the authenticity of the traditionn
this always appeared to me to be a mere recital of the mosaic
account of creation which they had heard from some european
and 1I never placed any reliance on it although they have repeatedly
told me it was a tradition among them before any foreigner arrived
some have also stated that the woman s name was ivi which would

william ellis polynesian researches polynesia
and tokyo charles E tuttle
turtle 1969 p 110
tuttie
iio
ilo

1831

reprint ed rutland

vt

64
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be by them pronounced as if written eve ivi is an aboriginal word
and not only signifies a bone but also a widow and a victim slain
in war 19

eve of course is an english word derived via several languages
from the hebrew hawwah
sheldon dibble a congregational missionary who arrived in
hawaii in 1831 was less skeptical than ellis noting the same resemblance between hawaiian traditions and biblical accounts he
said that the hawaiian oral traditions
were told to the missionaries before the bible was translated into
the hawaiian tongue and before the people knew much of sacred
history the native who acted as assistant in translating the history
of joseph was forcibly struck with its similarity to their ancient tradition neither is there the least room for supposing that the songs
referred to are recent inventions they can all be traced back for
generations and are known by various persons residing on different
islands who have had no communications with each other some of
them have their dates in the reign of some ancient king and others
have existed time out of mind it may also be added that both their
narrations and songs are known the best by the very oldest of people
and those who never learned to read whose education and training
were under the ancient system of heathenism 20

the story of joseph is comparable to the story of waikelenuiaiku

one of ten brothers and one daughter the children of waiku
haiku
waikelenuiaiku was the favorite of his father but was despised by
his brothers who threw him into a pit the oldest brother drew
him out of the pit and gave him to another man with instructions
to care for him waikelenuiaiku fled to a country governed by a
king named kamahoalii where he was again imprisoned while in
this prison waikelenuiaiku told his prison companions to dream
dreams and report them to him four of the prisoners dreamed
dreams
dreamswbich
which waikelenuiaiku interpreted he told the dreamers of
the first three dreams that they would die to the fourth dreamer
he promised deliverance and life the dreams were fulfilled as
waikelenuiaiku had foretold the fourth dreamer told the king of
waikelenuiaiku s power to interpret dreams the king sent for him
and made him chief in his kingdom 21
while it is not in the scope of this essay to list and comment on
all of the apparent parallels between polynesian and old testament
ibid
sheldon dibble A history of the sandwich islands

thrum

1909
ibid p

p
17

honolulu

thomas G

18

dibble collected these and other traditions during the 1830s
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traditions we may list several a creation account that resembles the
genesis story a story of a worldwide deluge a story of the creation
of woman from the first man s body an account of a war in the
heavens a paradise lost a forbidden fruit a confusion of tongues
and the joshua like stopping of the sun for a period of time there
are also adam- and eve like figures and noah like characters along
with
ith others who resemble the biblical patriarchs in hawaiian tradiw
tion there is a story in the jonah tradition of a man who is swallowed by a large fish and later cast upon the shore there is also a
apua which resembles the moses and
story of kanaloa and kane
kaneapua
aaron relationship 22
but these stories are not without disbelievers while john white
a collector of maori traditions referred to a deluge tradition among
the laoris
maoris elsdon best who was the most prolific producer of mamaoris and is a generation later than white disputes
terials on the laoris
that tradition it was he says most likely infected with christian
teachings 223 anticipating such a criticism of some of his recordings
of hawaiian traditions kepelino after describing a tree of life
and death on the road to the underworld says

this

is not a variant of a sacred biblical story this is a real
hawaiian legend it is not a version taken from the stories of the
his
this

partial listing of sources of polynesian traditions which bear a striking
similarity to old testament accounts
Kep elinos traditions of hawaii
hawaiian creation martha beckwith ed kepelinos
pp
ap 14 17 24
bernice P bishop museum bulletin 95 honolulu 1932
34
2434
abraham fornander pomander
fornander collection of hawaiian antiquities and folklore
folk lore
68
20
pp
ap 267
memoirs of the bernice P bishop museum vol 6 honolulu 1919
191920
26768
fornander collection kamakau and westervelt as cited in
335 hereafter cited as pomander
honolulu university of hawaii press
martha beckwith hawaiian mythology
46
pp
1970
ap 45
4546
hawaiian war in heaven abraham fornander an account of the polynesian
race its origins and migrations 12 vols 1878 reprint ed rutland vt and
kepelinos
elinos traditions pp
boyko charles E tuttle
ap 48
toyko
turtle
tuttie 1969 183 beckwith Kep
50

is a

54

tuamotuan war in heaven teuira
teuila henry ancient tahiti bernice P bishop
museum bulletin 48 honolulu 1928 p 349
ap 27376
fornander collection pp
forbidden fruit and a paradise lost pomander
273 76 beckwith
Kep
ap 3234
kepelinos
elinos traditions pp
32 34
ap 44852
448 52 and
deluge traditions society islands
henry ancient tahiti pp
john white the ancient
386 93 new zealand
ellis polynesian researches pp
ap 38693
history of the maori 4 vols wellington new zealand george disbury governKep
beckwith kepelinos
ap
kepellnos
ment printer 1887
keo elinos traditions pp
1172 81 hawaii
117281
marquesas
E S
sas islands
35
38 and fornander polynesian race 19196
Marque
191 96 the marquesan
3538
craighill handy marquesan legends bernice P bishop museum bulletin 69 honopp
ap 10910
lulu 1930
109 10 fiji
lorimer fison tales from old fiji london A
31 and A M hocart lau islands fiji bernice P bishop
ap 30
moring 1904 pp
3031
museum bulletin 62 honolulu 1929
p 201
moses and aaron like figures beckwith Kep
elinos traditions pp
kepelinos
ap 68
70
6870
elsdon best the maori 2 vols wellington new zealand harry H tombs
1924
1149 51
19242
114951

66
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is a strange thing taught by the spirit perhaps the
Hawaii
ans were mistaken perhaps a tree is not the roadway down into
hawaiians

holy bible it

po the underworld perhaps these were words handed down from
our first ancestors but lost because of the length of time gone by 24

david malo a native hawaiian scholar of the early nineteenth
century described a deluge in hawaii sent by a personage named
ui 25 malo concludes his story with these words
kahina iii
fahina
this is the story of the deluge which has been handed down by
tradition from the ancients traditions are not as reliable as genealogies genealogies can be trusted to some extent the ancients were
misinformed this we know because we have heard the story of
kalika
kai a ka
noah and this does not tally with our tradition of the kalaka
ill
iii
lii cannot
hina lil
kahina
ill
ili
lii for this reason this tradition of the kai
fahina
hina lil
kal a ka
be of hawaiian origin it was heard by the ancients and finally
26
net
nel 213
came to be accepted by them as belonging to hawaii nei

a cain and abel like story from tonga
which he learned when he was there in the early 1800s just after the
christian missionaries came in 1797 in his account toobo
tolbo was elder
brother to vaca acow
boli the older brother becoming envious of
abow ooli
the younger brother who was wise and hardworking killed him

will mariner recorded

the chief tongan god
found out about this and sent the families of both brothers away
w ooli
boli the murdered brother
acow
addressing the family of vaca aco
abow
tangaloa said

the father of the two young men tangaloa

put your canoes to sea and sail to the east to the great land
which is there and take up your abode there be your skins white
like your minds for your minds are pure you shall be wise
making axes and all riches whatsoever and shall have large canoes
I1 will go myself and command the wind to blow from your land
to tonga but they the tonga people shall not be able to go with
you with their bad canoes
tangaloa then spoke to the others you shall be black because your minds are bad and shall be destitute you shall not be
wise in useful things neither shall you go to the great land of
your brothers how can you go with your bad canoes but your
brothers shall come to tonga and trade with you as they please 27

john martin mariner s compiler says of this story
mr mariner took particular pains to make inquiries respecting
Kep elinos traditions p 52
beckwith kepelinos
david malo hawaiian antiquities bernice P bishop museum special publications
licati ons no 2 honolulu 1951
234
pp
ap 254
37
23437
25457
23457
25437
261
211211bid
ibid p 237
bid
comwill mariner an account of the natives of the tonga islands
piled from the communications of W mariner by john martin 2 vols london
constable
Con stabl 1827
constabl
2112 13
211213
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the above extraordinary story with a view to discover whether it
was only a corrupted relation of the mosaic account and he found
that it was not universally known to the tonga people most of the
chiefs and matabooles
matabooles lesser chiefs often learned men were acquainted
quain ted with it but the bulk of the people seemed totally ignorant
of it this led him at first to suspect that the chiefs had obtained
the leading facts from some of our modern missionaries and had
interwoven it with their own notionsbut
notions but the oldest men affirmed
their positive belief that it was an ancient traditionary record and
that it was founded in truth 28

martin goes on to say that mariner then told them of the cain
and abel story in the bible and told them he believed their account
had come from some european who had been among them at an
earlier period
tonga was first discovered by europeans in 1616
though european visits were few and far between before the early
nineteenth century
but he says
some still persisted that it was an original tradition of their
own whilst owned there was so great a similarity between the two
accounts that they were disposed to believe they had received theirs
from us perhaps two or three or four generations back 29

A strong attack on the authenticity of hawaiian legends and
traditions with old testament overtones has been made in connection with the kumuhonua legends describing the creation of the
Hawaii ans which
earth and of hawaii and of the origins of the hawaiians
were published by abraham pomander
fornander in 1878 in an account of
the polynesian race the kumuhonua account was published again
from fornander s notes in 1919
1920 as hawaiian antiquities and
19191920
folk lore in the later volume he noted that his account was comfolklore
piled from kepelino and S M kamakau 30 contemporary scholars
of hawaiian customs and history and acknowledged his debt to
them for furnishing him with some valuable chants and the
groundwork of the kumuhonua legends most of which was confirmed by the late mr kamakau 31
recently dorothy barrere has argued that the kumuhonua
legends were fabrications of the latter nineteenth century and not
traditions of pre christian days 32 claiming that kamakau and
kepelino deliberately distorted the kumuhonua account adding to
ibid
bid p 113
ibid p 114
fornander collection p 266
fornander polynesian race ivl
evi
1vi
ivi
lvi
32
dorothy Bar
erre the kumuhonua legends A study of late nineteenth
barerra
barerre
century hawaiian stories of cibation
Oii gins pacific anthropological records
cieation
creation and origins
number 3 honolulu department of anthropology bernice P bishop museum
281
211211bid

1969

p

1

68
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an ancient authentic tradition certain concepts compatible with their
on going
own ardent christianity they were she says part of an ongoing
Hawaii ans of that time to introduce tradiattempt among some hawaiians
tions compatible with christian teachings 33 add to this the capaPolyne sians to adapt themselves and their culture very
city of the polynesians
and the problem of determining the exact
quickly to new influences andthe
tradition is compounded A statement from alfred metraux in his
study of easter island illustrates this latter problem

the natives

who are still acquainted with their folk literature have
no scruples about introducing new details gained from visitors with
Lava cherty and I1 gave
whom they have discussed their islands past lavacherty
our easter island friends an account of their ancestors behavior
towards the first voyagers who landed on the island 1I was greatly
surprised to find later that details the easter islanders had learned
from us or from other travellers
trav ellers had slipped into the modern versions
of these tales 34

that
chargesthat
in summary we must conclude that while there are charges
many of the later striking parallels between the old testament and
the polynesian oral tradition result from mere fabrications there are
some other interesting traditions in prehistoric polynesian culture
which bear striking resemblances to the old testament chronicle
sians ancestors
polynesians
the similarities are so close as to suggest the Polyne
brought these oral accounts with them into polynesia at the same
time we must be aware of the influence of time error and distortion which have either deleted from or added to the oral record
MIGRATION ACCOUNTS

we might

also expect to find accounts in polynesian traditions
dealing with migrations of polynesian peoples from other places
such a tradition is fairly well stated in maori oral history which has
ki and sailing for
the early maoris
laoris leaving a homeland hawaiiki
Hawaii
new zealand the term hawaii or its variations turns up in
several places in polynesia hawaii in the present day hawaii and
sava
savaii u in samoa the ancient name for raiatea in french polynesia
was according to some hadan the name also shows up in one
marquesan story in which the people of hivaoa
havaii
hivala sailed to havaiki
and back in a bamboo raft which had five levels two below the
water and three above 335
ibid

p

2

alfred metraux easter island
p 229

new york oxford university press 1957

handy marquesan legends p 137
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ere
there
th

are then traditions of the movement of people from
place to place hardly surprising considering the island character
of polynesia migration accounts are more frequently found in
autocthonous
eastern polynesia than in western polynesia where autochthonous
theories are the rule our question here though is whether we
can find any tradition that suggests an affinity with the hagoth
haroth account in the book of mormon any event that occurred 1600 years
before the first europeans entered the pacific to note and record
in 1920
any polynesian traditions the answer here is yes but
handy recorded a marquesan tradition of a great double canoe the
kaahua
kaahea which sailed from hivaoa
hivala east to tafiti the polynesian
some explorers
word tafiti or tahiti designates a foreign place
left the vessel there while others returned handy s informant insisted that the voyage was in the direction of the rising sun that
is toward south america not southwest toward the island of

tahiti

36

the

most striking polynesian account of a hagoth
haroth like voyage is
that of hawaii loa or hawaii nui he is called hawaii loa or
ke kowa i hawaii in the fornander story and hawaii nui in the
mormon tradition has it that hawaii loa and
kepelino version
hagoth
haroth are the same person and LDS temple records show them
as being the same the hawaii loa story is a part of the kumu
fumu
honua legends referred to above A portion of fornander s account
fonua
which he got from samuel kamakau and kepelino follows
hawaii loa or ke kowa i hawaii he was one of the four
children of ainani
hawaii loa and his brothers were
ainali ka lani
kal melemele
Mel emele
born on the east coast of a country called ka aina kai
a kane the land of the yellow or handsome sea hawaii loa was
a distinguished man and noted for his fishing excursions which
would occupy sometimes months sometimes the whole year during
which time he would roam about the ocean in his big vessel waa
called also a ship he moku
with his people his crew and his
officers and navigators
one time when they had thus been long out on the ocean makalii
the principal navigator said to hawaii loa let us steer the vessel
in the direction of iao
lao the eastern star the discoverer of land
there is land to the eastward and here is a red star hoku ula
aldebaran to guide us and the land is there in the direction
of those big stars which resemble a bird
so they steered straight onward and arrived at the easternmost
island
they went ashore and found the country fertile and
pleasant filled with awa coconut trees etc and hawaii loa the
ibid p 131
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chief called that land after his own name here they dwelt a long
time and when their vessel was filled with food and with fish
they returned to their native country with the firm intention to come
back to hawaii net
nei ie here in hawaii which they preferred to their
nel
own country they had left their wives and children at home therefore they returned to fetch them
and when they arrived at their own country and among their relations they were detained a long time before they set out again
for hawaii
at last hawaii loa started again accompanied by his wife and
children and dwelt in hawaii and gave up all thought of ever returning to his native land he was accompanied also in this voyage by
men navigators shipbuilders
ship builders
steers
steersmen
steersman
a great multitude of people
and this and that sort of people hawaii loa was chief of all this
people and he alone brought his wife and children all the others
came singly without women hence hawaii loa is called the special
progenitor of this nation 37

the

rest of the story of hawaii loa tells of his further travels
to tahiti where he had a brother and to other islands the island of maul
maui was named after his eldest son and oahu
bahu after his
eldest daughter kauai was named after his younger son on one of
hawaii loa s journeys westward he landed on the eastern coast of
lahui maka lilio the people with the turned up eyes oblique he
traveled over it to the northward and to the westward to the land of
net
nel
to hawaii nei
and thence he returned
kuahewahewa a kane
and married them to native
bringing with him some white men
38
women
trav ellers and acthe descendants of hawaii loa were also travellers
cording to the fornander account they settled the rest of polynesia
and fiji
the descendants of hawaii loa and also of ki which are one
138

for they were brothers peopled nearly all the polynesian islands
huakine bahaa
huahine
from ki came the tahiti borabora Huahine
tahaa raiatea and
moorea people
all in french polynesia 1
capou tahuata
Tahu ata hiwaoa
hiwana
from kanaloa were peopled nukuhiwa uapou
marquesas
sas group kanaloa
and these other islands these are in the marquesan
Marque
married a woman from the man eating people taeohae a valley in
marquesas
sas on nuuhiwa
the marquesan
Tar
Pau motu and the
tarapata
apara paumotu
fiji tarapara
Marque
39
islands in western polynesia

kepelino
briefer

s

account is similar to the one published by fornander but

40

fornander collection p 278
311311bid
381
ibid p 280
bid
ibid p 281
beckwith Kep
elinos traditions pp
kepelinos
ap 7678
76 78
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story is certainly suggestive of the hagoth
haroth
reference in the book of alma but its authenticity has fallen under
fumu
suspicion because it is part of the discredited portion of the kumu
honua
fonua story published by fornander from the notes he took from
kepelino and kamakau the most serious difficulty however is
the fact that no other hawaiian tradition or legend refers to the
hawaii loa account 41 barrere accuses kepelino and kamakau of
creating the hawaii loa legend saying
legends s
anders informants departed
Forn
furnanders
fornanders
in the hawaii loa legend

the hawaii loa

from biblically inspired tales and entered the realm of pure invention in their attempts to account for the peopling of the hawaiian
islands kepelinos
Kep elinos story as written in 1868 is a plausibly told legend but the embellishments and biographical material found in
Fo
reveal the extent of the invention they also
fornander
mander s notes
disclose a knowledge of pacific geography and of an ethnic relationship among polynesian peoples that were unknown to the ha
wallans before western contact and so could hardly have been inorated in an authentic tradition 42
corp
corporated

one possible explanation would be that kepelino and kamakau
had read the hagoth
haroth reference in the book of mormon and postulated the hawaii loa legend from it mormonism was established in
hawaii and the book of mormon was available by the time the alleged fabrication of kamakau and kepelino took place but there

no evidence that they borrowed from mormon sources or even
knew about mormonism kepelino was a devout catholic as a matter of fact which makes less plausible the claim that he would pick
cili to base a story of
whi clil
up an idea from the book of mormon on which
the origins of his ancestors
barrere says that for kepelino the problem of accounting for
the peopling of hawaii had been a topic of discussion among those
who wished to replace the older mythological traditions with a more
modern and credible account 43 kepelino s and kamakau s motives
are so impugned by barrere who accuses them of intellectual disli
honesty and outright fabrication her supposition that the geographical details in the hawaii loa story could not have been known
to the prehistoric Hawaii
ans is a telling criticism this explanation
hawaiians
is not entirely satisfactory however because it is supported primarily
is

I1

the unprovable inference that kamakau and kepelino were so
desperate to have an account of the peopling of hawaii that they
invented a migration myth

by

Bar
erre the kumuhonua legends p 38
barerre
barerra
ibid p 37
ibid
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cartwright suggests that we not throw the baby out with the
bath water he accepts the proposition that kamakau and kepebathwater
lino doctored up the kumukonua account with biblical tales but
he believes that hawaii loa was still a real character who figured
prominently in hawaiian history 44

conclusion

this

study has been an effort to determine whether any evidence
from polynesian oral tradition supports mormon interpretations of
the account of hagoth
haroth given in the book of mormon that a colonizing expedition left the west coast of south or central america
and found its way into the pacific the people in it becoming part
of the polynesian cultural heritage we have accepted the theory
that people from the americas did become part of that heritage we
have not however found irrefutable evidence in the histories andor
sians to suggest that they had a tradition
polynesians
genealogies of the Polyne
of hagoth
haroth s voyages the biblical parallels and the hawaii loa account certainly suggest a remote ancestry with the book of mormon
people but we have seen that they are somewhat suspect it seems
unlikely that we shall be able to learn anything more from polynesian traditions because the old wise men the learned tohungas
chanbers
chan ters of the genealogies are long in their graves and present
the chanters
day traditions although purporting to be of ancient things are generally considered unreliable by the critics
if the hagoth
haroth account is to be verified scientifically it must come
from other means stratigraphic archaeology and other more sophisticated scientific techniques have only just begun to be applied
to polynesia the great age of polynesian discovery may lie just
ahead of us and here tradition may become a guide for the investigator
loa
bruce cartwright the legend of hawaii
hawaiiloa
society 38 1959
105
1939
119
ilg
105119
1939105
1939105119

journal

of the polynesian
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